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VF Awards $150,000 in Research
The VF Board of Directors is pleased to announce

Sharon Chung, MD

the selection of three studies for funding through
the VF Research Program. The studies will
examine granulomatosis with polyangiitis (GPA,
Wegener’s), Churg-Strauss Syndrome and giant
cell arteritis.
The VF is the largest private funder of
research on vasculitis and collaborates with
researchers around the world to fund the most

New VF Grant Recipients
Here’s a quick look at the investigators and what
their work means for vasculitis patients.
Shadi Swaidani, PhD

Christy Abele Grant
Grantee: Sharon Chung, MD, MAS, assistant
adjunct professor, Division of Rheumatology,
University of California, San Francisco
Award: $50,000 for one year
Topic: Exome sequencing in granulomatosis with
polyangiitis (GPA, Wegener’s)
Sharon Chung became interested in
researching vasculitis while caring for patients
with GPA and other vasculitis diseases during

Cornelia Weyand, MD

I was recently asked whether we are doing enough to educate

all health care providers about vasculitis. Of course the
answer is a resounding “NO”. Patients with vasculitis of one
form or another often do not have diagnoses made in a timely
fashion, and if and when a diagnosis is made, it may not be
followed by up to date therapy. If the affected person is not
referred to a knowledgeable specialist, needless suffering and
even death may follow. How can this be? How can we permit
this state of affairs to continue?

her internal medicine residency at Johns Hopkins
University. “I was fascinated by how these diseases
could have so many different manifestations, and
how the underlying trigger for these diseases was
unknown,” she notes. That prompted her to study
the genetics of the disease, to see if she can identify
genes and genetic mutations that predispose
individuals to developing GPA in an effort to
better understand how the disease develops.
“Identifying genes that are associated with GPA
can reveal biologic pathways that are important in
developing this disease, and those pathways may
provide novel targets for less toxic treatments and
better diagnostic tests,” Chung continues.
continued on page 4

Vasculitis: Are We Getting the Word Out
to Health Care Providers?
Gary S. Hoffman MD, MS
VF Board of Directors
Cleveland Clinic, Center for Vasculitis Care and Research

promising studies. The program is guided by
the VF Scientific Advisory Board which reviews,
critiques and ranks the applications and provides
guidance to the VF Board of Directors on the
selection of studies to fund.
The VF Research Program is funded by
donations, honors, memorials and special
fundraising events and 100% of every donation
designated for research goes to research.

What’s Inside

Let’s step back and examine
3
VF News
the problem from the primary
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care provider’s (PCP) perspective.
18
Research
Let’s assume I am a general
physician – internist, pediatrician
20
VF Store
or family practitioner. What are
21
Chapters
the problems for which people
23
Consultants
are most likely to seek my help?
What will consume most of my
problem-solving abilities and
time? Once I am able to answer that question, I will know in
which areas I need to be most astute and where most of my
reading and educational meeting time after office-based work
should be focused.
continued on page 8
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The PCP knows that obesity occurs in up to 1 in
the vasculitis gospel: recognition of disease, differential
4 people, high blood pressure in 1 in 5, diabetes 1 in 10,
diagnosis, diagnostic strategies, prompt care, as well as
asthma 1 in 12, and when assessed over a lifetime, the risk of
disease and medication monitoring. We are passionate about
heart disease is 1 in 5. Just imagine how many patients these
our mission, we illustrate what the PCP or specialist might
doctors also see every day for common infections: colds, sore
see in the office; we generate graphs, tables and outcomes
throats, bronchitis, sinusitis; headaches, allergies, rashes,
slides galore. We will go to the bedside when invited to do
arthritis, back pain, anxiety and the list goes on and on. Now
so and demonstrate the art of history taking and the physical
also consider that it is the PCP who is the first line of care for
exam in the context of possible vasculitis or other diseases
patients with very rare conditions.
that might mimic them. Is it enough? Again, a
How likely is it that a general physician will
resounding “NO”. This is just a beginning. What
see a patient with some form of small to mediumhappens when we leave for home? Who remains
sized vessel vasculitis on any given day? Now
behind to function as the resident expert and
consider the frequency of new patients with
resource? In most communities in the world,
vasculitis in the population per year. For Wegener’s
there is no one trained specifically for this role.
granulomatosis [(AKA -granulomatosis with
At the 2011 Vasculitis ANCA Workshop
polyangiitis (GPA), microscopic polyangiitis
in Chapel Hill, NC, on the campus of the
(MPA), Churg Strauss Syndrome (CSS, AKA
University of North Carolina, several hundred
eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis,
physicians and researchers from all over the
EGPA) or polyarteritis nodosa (PAN), between
world came to speak and learn about the latest
2.0-15, 2.0-18, 2, and less than 3 people per
developments in vasculitis. This is extraordinary
million population per year for each disease,
growth compared to the first meetings in the
respectively.
1980s when less than 20 people attended. The
Gary S. Hoffman, MD
How about large and medium-sized vessel
attendees were already experts or training to
vasculitis (LVV)? There are 2 major kinds of LVV. Takayasu’s
become experts in the field and consisted of rheumatologists,
arteritis (TA) occurs mostly in young women (average age
nephrologists, pulmonologists, research-lab based PhDs and
26). New cases occur in only 1–2 people per million per
MDs and a few ENT specialists. All were there to learn how
year. In contrast, giant cell arteritis (GCA), also known as
to “do” vasculitis better. However, this group is not the 1st
temporal arteritis, affects people over 50 years old and is the
line of medical screening for patients with newly suspected
most common vasculitis in adults. New cases occur in 200–
or diagnosed vasculitis. They are the consultants who will be
300 people over 50 per million population per year. Another
brought into play should the PCP suspect vasculitis. BUT,
way to look at this is for every million people over 50, GCA
their number and distribution does not even begin to meet
may be found in 2000 or 1 in 500.
the needs of our patients and medical communities around
These are just a few examples. Many other forms of
the globe.
vasculitis exist, most less common than those noted above.
As a rheumatologist, I attend the annual meeting of
However, they are all important, especially if it is your
the American College of Rheumatology, a meeting I first
diagnosis.
attended as a trainee in 1973, when all presentations were
How likely is it that the PCP would have seen any patient
in a common room and less than 1000 physicians attended.
with vasculitis over a 10 year practice period? Not very likely.
This year there were over 15,000 in attendance. Yes, we
If they had seen a patient with vasculitis, what would that
spoke about vasculitis, but rheumatology is a very broad field
probably be? Right!! GCA – because it is relatively common
and only a small percent of all present shared our investment
and somewhere in a medical trainee’s experience they would
in these diseases.
have been introduced to or cared for such a patient. We all
I suspect the story is much the same for the annual
remember best not what we were told during our education,
meetings for Nephrologists, Pulmonologists and I wouldn’t
but better yet what we have seen and best of all, that for
even hazard a guess at what percent of meeting time for
which we were given responsibility. Benjamin Franklin was
generalists is devoted to vasculitis.
right when he said “Tell me and I forget. Teach me and I
We can look at these stories as examples of success, as
remember. Involve me and I learn.”
well as failure. We have made enormous strides in growing
So back to the title of this article, “Are We Getting the
the vasculitis community, in achieving a better understanding
Word Out to Health Care Providers?” We are trying. Most
of these diseases, improving therapies, quality of life and
of the consultants for the VF have had a year not dissimilar
survival for our patients. However, we know that visiting
to my own. We have traveled at least a dozen times to many
professors are not an adequate source of vasculitis education
regions of the country and to most continents preaching
for PCPs. Our increasing numbers of publications will not
continued on page 9
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Health care continued from page 8
be read by most because they may have never seen a patient
with vasculitis, and may be biased in believing they never
will. However, most PCPs know when they need help with
a complex patient who eludes diagnosis. They may turn to
experts who specialize in multi-system illnesses such as
rheumatologists, hematologists, intensive care medicine
experts, endocrinologists, and infectious disease specialists.
Added to this list in most medium to large cities or
university medical centers should be Vasculitis Specialists.
Small communities would not be able to provide the
critical numbers of patients with these problems for such
a person to maintain their skills. Such aspiring specialists
would be trained in Centers already dedicated to the care
of our patients. They will have seen, discussed, managed
and successfully cared for patients with vasculitis by the
completion of their fellowships. As experienced Vasculitis
Specialists, they would be in residence, starting their own
Vasculitis Centers and training others. They will be the
vasculitis seeds from which universal care and education
will germinate.
To train a large number of such people will not be easy.
The greatest obstacle will be funding their education. Very
little is available from the federal government and nonprofit agencies and our own hospitals. This goal will require
the VF to gather sustainable funding from philanthropy
and building a patchwork quilt of other revenues from
government, non-profits and industry. It will be difficult,
but it is critical for the welfare of all those who are now
underserved, undiagnosed, and experiencing loss of function
and even life that may have been avoided. This must come
to pass!
Yes, those of us who have long toiled in these fields
will still travel the world to spread the word, but let’s not
delude ourselves into thinking this is a substitute for having
an expert or team of vasculitis experts embedded in your
community.

.

Vasculitis Awareness Month
May 1 - 31, 2012
Save The Date!
Mark Your Calendars
and
Start Making Plans Now!
For more information
contact the VF Office
at 816.436.8211 or 800.277.9474
or vf@VasculitisFoundation.org

www.VasculitisFoundation.org

Vasculitis
Foundation
2011

Annual Appeal

Thank you for your support of the 2011 VF Annual Appeal.
We are grateful for your generosity and ongoing support of
the organization’s programs and services.
We also want to thank you for understanding a mistake
made by the mail house. Unfortunately, some of you
received the wrong letter, which the mail house corrected
at their own expense. We value our members, and apologize
for any confusion this may have caused.
During the Holidays and throughout the year we are
thankful for your commitment to the Vasculitis Foundation.
We wish you and your families
a happy and healthy 2012.

.

Cleveland-Akron, Ohio
VF Chapter Meeting
February 8, 2012
7:00 pm
Northfield Center Town Hall
9546 Brandywine Road
Northfield Center, OH 44067
.
Guest Speaker:
Joyce Kullman
Executive Director, Vasculitis Foundation

.

Please feel free to bring your friends & family.
This is a free event!

.

RSVP & Contact Information:
Lynn Corwin
Phone: 216-570-1076
annabelle3@hotmail.com
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A Closer Look at the Autoimmune Disease Vasculitis | Sara Wykes
Editor’s note: This article originally appeared on Scope, Stanford Medicine’s blog, online on March 3, 2014.

When various forms of news media

last week reported the cause of death
of Harold Ramis, the writer/director/
actor, as complications from the “rare
autoimmune disorder vasculitis,” I
can promise you there were many
people who read that and said, “Huh?”
for very personal reasons. These are
people who, like me, knew that these
reports weren’t quite right. Vasculitis is
actually a family of at least 15 forms of
this disease group and one not so rare Cornelia Weyand, MD, PhD
when all those who have some form
(perhaps as many as 3 million) are added together.
Research and clinical trials on vasculitis have been carried
on in a handful of centers around the world. One long-time
investigator in this area, also a teacher and clinician, is here
at Stanford: Cornelia Weyand, MD, PhD, division chief of
immunology and rheumatology. Weyand’s e-mail box was
flooded last week, so we asked her to answer some basic
questions here about the vasculitis family.
I understand the vasculitides are a family of diseases.
Is there something all forms have in common?
A diagnosis of vasculitis means that there is inflammatory
disease in the blood vessels.
All organ systems in the body have blood vessels. Therefore,
all organ systems can be affected by vasculitis. Blood vessels
provide oxygen and nutrients to the tissues. Inflamed blood
vessels have a tendency to become blocked. In that case, the
tissues do not get blood supply anymore, causing serious
complications. In some cases, the inflamed blood vessel
bursts, causing life-threatening bleeding. This complication is
particularly serious if the body’s largest blood vessel, the aorta,
is affected. A leak in the aorta is incompatible with life.
What insights into vasculitis have we gotten from
research?
My research team has been involved in vasculitis research
for the last decade. We have been trying to find answers to the

Ridley Creek State Park
1023 Sycamore Mills Road
Media, PA 19063
Registration at 11 am
Walk begins at 12 noon

For more information:
Sharon Sherman - 610.431.9612

www.VasculitisFoundation.org

continued on page 16

Cleveland-Akron, Ohio
Chapter Meeting
Wednesday, June 18, 2014

12th ANNUAL EASTERN PA/
WESTERN NJ VASCULITIS WALK
June 22, 2014

scshermanpa431@juno.com

questions most patients ask at one point in the course of their
disease:
A. Why did I get this disease?
Vasculitis results from a faulty immune response. Cells of the
immune system attack the blood vessel and cause tissue injury.
The blood vessel responds to the attack by either closing up
or by rupturing. We have been able to identify the immune
cells that initiate and sustain vasculitis. Remarkably, cells that
induce disease are identical to cells that protect the body. We
have also learned that blood vessels have specialized sensor
cells in them that keep a dialogue with the immune system
and start the inflammation.
B. How can my disease be treated or prevented?
We cannot prevent vasculitis, but since the disease takes a
course of flares and remission, we may be able to prevent the
next disease flare.
Vasculitis is treated by suppressing the immune system. One
of the most effective drugs is cortisone. Some patients need it
in large doses and we are very cognizant of side effects.
We have devoted our research effort to develop new means
of therapy. To accomplish that goal, we have developed a
system in which we can induce vasculitis and then test new
therapies. This system involves the transplantation of human
blood vessels into mice. If such mice are supplied with
immune cells from our patients, vasculitis develops in the
engrafted blood vessel. We can treat that inflammation in
the mice and can easily take a biopsy from the blood vessel to
check what we have achieved and how therapy actually works.
C. How do you know whether my disease is active or not?
This is one of our greatest challenges as we take care of our
patients. We cannot just go and take a tissue biopsy of our
patients every time they come and see us. We have a research
project in place which is aimed at developing biomarkers of
vasculitis in a blood sample. We isolate out the immune cells
of the patient and, by applying cutting edge technology, we
assess these immune cells to get information how likely or
unlikely these cells would cause inflammation.

.

7:00 pm
Northfield Center Town Hall
9546 Brandywine Road
Northfield Center, OH 44067
Guest Speaker: Grace Eisen, R.N., M.S.N.
Registered Nurse, GPA/Wegener’s patient and
President, Vasculitis Foundation Board of Directors
Contact Lynn Corwin at 216.570.1076
annabelle3@hotmail.com
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A Closer Look | continued from page 7
Are these conditions often misdiagnosed – and, if so,
why?
I’ve learned from my patients that misdiagnosis occurs
quite frequently. The reason is that each vasculitis by itself is a
rare disease. Thus, physicians may only see a few cases in their
practice and are just not familiar with the disease. The other
reason is that vasculitis can easily mimic another condition,
making it difficult to “nail down” that there is blood vessel
inflammation. Yet, another reason is that we don’t have highly
specific blood tests to help with the diagnosis. In some forms
of vasculitis, we have autoantibody tests, that are helpful, but
in other forms different diagnostic testing has to be applied.
Finally, many different organ systems can be involved, e.g.
the eyes, the ears, the nose, the lungs, the heart, the gut, the
kidneys, the nerves, the skin, the brain, etc. Thus, patients are
seen by many different specialists.
If one person in a family has a form of vasculitis, does
this mean others have an increased risk?
There is genetic risk that contributes to vasculitis, but its
impact is relatively small. Most patients we see in Vasculitis
Clinic do not have a family member that has a similar disease.
The genetic risk may be more visible on the population
level. Certain populations are at higher risk to be affected by
vasculitis. One example is giant cell vasculitis which occurs
with the highest frequencies in individuals of Scandinavian
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origin and thus is seen more frequently in Iceland, Norway,
Sweden, and Denmark.
Can you tell us more about treatments, and which ones
have proven most effective?
As mentioned above, corticosteroids remain the
cornerstone of therapy for almost all vasculitides. Depending
on the type of vasculitis, we now have an armamentarium of
other drugs, which we use as “steroid-sparing agents”. That
means we combine them with corticosteroids to be able to
reduce the dose of prednisone much faster.
All medications used in the therapeutic management of
vasculitis have in common that they suppress the immune
system, they are so-called immunosuppressants. That means
that our patients are at risk to acquire infections and we have
to be very careful.
A major challenge is that vasculitides often have to be
treated over many years. Most patients will receive several
different treatment regimens over the course of their disease.
The art of vasculitis management lies in the Goldilocks
Rule: treat enough to suppress the disease, don’t treat too
much to avoid loss of protection for the patient.
Source: http://scopeblog.stanford.edu/2014/03/03/acloser-look-at-the-autoimmune-disease-vasculitis/#sthash.
MDq5Bk3g.dpuf
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Ocular Side Effects of Various Medications (Drops, Pills and Injectables)
James A. Garrity, MD | Whitney and Betty MacMillan Professor of Ophthalmology, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN

One

of the functions of the
Vasculitis Foundation has been
to provide information to patients
regarding the various types of
vasculitis and its treatment. We
have never considered organspecific effects of treatment on
the eye. The following information
is intended to educate patients
about the use and side effects of
various drops, pills and injectable medications often used
in the treatment of vasculitis. This is not intended to be a
comprehensive list but rather some practical aspects. A very
complete list of potential side effects and interactions are
listed with each product package insert.
While patients have a ready appreciation of what effect
their disease can have on their various organ systems, what
may not be apparent is what effect the treatment can have on
the various organs. If the eye itself is involved by the disease
there may be a need to use local therapy. This is usually in
the form of various drops, which can treat inflammation,
elevated intraocular pressures, or dry eye symptoms but may
cause unwanted side effects.

Drops

Inflammation inside the eye or affecting the eye
structures themselves may be treated with a steroidcontaining eye drop. There are three practical concerns with
steroid eye drops:
• Infections: Infectious concerns are primarily related to
viral infections, notably herpes simplex which can “spread”
with inappropriate use of steroid drops. However, there are
certain instances where steroid eye drops are used with
herpes simplex eye infections, but this requires close
supervision by your ophthalmologist.
• Glaucoma: Prolonged use of steroid-containing eye drops
can lead to elevated intraocular pressures that can progress
to glaucoma. It is not known how long one has to use the
drops before the pressure in the eye rises, but anyone
using steroid-containing eye drops for longer than a month
should be followed closely by their eye doctor.
• Cataracts: Cataracts are also possible after extended use of
steroid-containing eye drops. It can be difficult to tell
if the drops caused the cataract or underlying ocular
inflammation.
Elevated intraocular pressures are sometimes treated
with one or more “glaucoma drops”. Most drops are welltolerated, although timolol (a beta-blocker) can be associated
with asthma and its use should be avoided in susceptible
individuals. Another glaucoma drop, brimonidine (an alpha
adrenergic agonist), can be associated with red, irritated
10
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eyelids and globe in some users. Stopping the drop is curative.
Artificial tear drops provide supplemental lubrication to
individuals with dry eye symptoms. There are many different
types and brands available. In general, there are two categories
of drops, those with preservatives and those without. Drops
with preservatives are cheaper and more convenient to use.
Very frequent use of artificial tear drops with preservatives
can cause irritation instead of the intended relief because
of sensitivity to the preservative. This condition is called
“medicamentosa”. Switching to non-preserved tears is
curative. It is physically impossible to overuse non-preserved
artificial tears.
Another drop for dry eye conditions is called Restasis®,
which is a cyclosporine drop. It affects the lacrimal gland itself
and works well for autoimmune-related dry eye conditions.
The cost and stinging after application are drawbacks. In
theory, Restasis does not work well for “mechanical” causes
of dry eye such as eyelids that don’t close or a protruding
eye since there is no autoimmune component to these. The
medication should not be used in the presence of a herpes
simplex infection.

Pills
Perhaps the most commonly used “pill” with potential
ocular side effects is prednisone, a powerful antiinflammatory drug with significant potential side effects.
From the eye standpoint, there are two primary concerns,
cataract and glaucoma. It has been estimated that daily
use of at least 15mg prednisone per day for a year will
lead to cataract formation. The chance of glaucoma from
oral steroids is probably less with pills than with steroidcontaining eye drops but patients should still be monitored
periodically for elevated intraocular pressures.

Injectables
Anti-Tumor Necrosis Factor (TNF) drugs - like infliximab,
adalimumab, golimumab, etanercept, certolizumab pegol may rarely be associated with ocular issues. There are three
primary considerations:
• Malignant tumors, such as non-melanoma skin cancer
and lymphoma have been reported.
• Infections including herpes zoster (shingles) have also
been reported. Herpes zoster can affect the eyeball itself
which can lead to serious ocular consequences.
• Demyelinating neurologic conditions including optic
neuritis. There have been rare reports of vision loss in the
form of an optic neuritis in patients taking these drugs.
For more information about how medications may impact your
eyes, ask your treating physician.

.
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Ask the Consultants

The Vasculitis Clinical Research Consortium (VCRC)
investigators provided the answers to the questions below. If you
have a question you would like answered, please email or call
the VF office. Please visit the VCRC website to learn more:
rarediseasesnetwork.epi.usf.edu/vcrc/
How is progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy
(PML) diagnosed? Should I worry about it because I
take immunosuppressive drugs?
PML is a brain infection that is caused by the JC
virus. Exposure to this virus is common, but it generally
causes problems only in patients who have been treated
with aggressive immunosuppressive therapy, such as
chemotherapy for cancer. PML has also been reported in
patients receiving drugs to treat rheumatic or autoimmune
diseases, such as lupus and rheumatoid arthritis, although
this is extraordinarily rare. PML is diagnosed by brain biopsy
or by looking for evidence of the JC virus in cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) obtained by lumbar puncture (spinal tap), using a
technique called polymerase chain reaction. Because neither
brain biopsy nor CSF examination is perfect, it is generally
recommended that such tests are performed only when the
suspicion of PML is very high.
What is the role for intravenous immunoglobulin in
treating vasculitis?
Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) is not often used
to treat vasculitis. IVIG is the purified antibody-containing
part of the blood proteins obtained from blood donations.
IVIG is most often used in treating vasculitis when a patient
with active vasculitis also has an infection. Unlike most
other treatments used in treating vasculitis, IVIG does not
suppress the immune system, and hence does not make it
more difficult to get over infections. IVIG may also be used
when other standard treatments for vasculitis have failed or
have not been tolerated well. IVIG is usually given in monthly
courses for 3-6 months; treating physicians usually decide on
a case-by-case basis how many days of IVIG to give.
Are there other health issues related to vasculitis
that I need to be aware of such as stroke and heart
disease?
Yes, other health issues have to be kept in mind in
patients who have vasculitis. Some can be related to
vasculitis directly and others can be related to side effects
of treatment of vasculitis. Those related to vasculitis directly
include things such as stroke, heart attacks, nerve damage
causing weakness, lung damage causing shortness of breath
and cough and kidney damage that may lead to swelling of
the legs and dialysis. Issues related to treatment include such
things as osteoporosis, high blood pressure, high cholesterol,
infections and development of certain types of cancers.
14 . January/February 2012

What qualifies as a severe case of vasculitis?
Severity can have many definitions. From an individual
patient’s perspective, severity can be viewed by the impact the
vasculitis has on their overall functioning or the functioning
of an individual organ system. From the perspective of your
treating physician or a researcher involved in vasculitis, severe
disease usually is taken to mean involvement with potentially
life-threatening or organ-threatening disease. Involvement
of the kidneys, brain, eyes, heart and intestines, as well as
bleeding into the lung, is typically considered features of
“severe” disease.
What are the chances of recovering nerve damage
caused by vasculitis?
The earlier that vasculitis is identified and treated
the greater the chance of recovery from nerve damage.
Unfortunately, many times recovery may only mean a partial
recovery that may take many months or years to happen.
DISEASE SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
Takayasu’s Arteritis
What is the difference between Takayasu’s and giant
cell arteritis?
The key difference between Takayasu’s arteritis and
giant cell arteritis (GCA) is the age of the patients affected
by the disorders. Takayasu’s arteritis affects younger patients,
generally less than 40 years of age, while GCA affects older
patients, generally over 50 years of age.
Both Takayasu’s arteritis and GCA affect large arteries,
but the typical initial manifestations of the two diseases
are usually different. Patients with GCA typically present
with headaches affecting the temples, scalp tenderness,
jaw pain and fatigue with chewing, shoulder or hip pain and
stiffness, and/or sudden changes in vision, such as temporary
or permanent blindness or partial vision loss. Patients with
Takayasu’s arteritis usually do not have these symptoms but
may have arm or leg pain with use, or chest pain, or be found
to have no pulse in an arm or leg. However, many clinical
findings may be similar between the two diseases, including
the presence of constitutional symptoms - fatigue, fevers,
chills, malaise, weight loss - muscle and joint pains, strokelike symptoms, diminished or absent pulses, asymmetric
blood pressures, and narrowed or blocked primary branches
of the aorta found on imaging studies.
GCA is usually diagnosed by a temporal artery biopsy,
whereas Takayasu’s arteritis is not since the temporal artery
is not classically affected. Diagnosis of Takayasu’s arteritis
is usually made by imaging studies of arteries such as
angiography.

continued on page 15
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Churg-Strauss Syndrome
Is asthma part of vasculitis?
Not exactly. Even though asthma is present in almost all
patients with Churg-Strauss syndrome and corticosteroids
represent the cornerstone treatment for both conditions,
asthma it is not part of the vasculitis. In Churg-Strauss
syndrome, asthma is more to be considered as an underlying
predisposing condition, and it usually persists even after
effective treatment for vasculitis.
Polyarteritis nodosa
What is the difference between systemic polyarteritis
nodosa (PAN) and cutaneous PAN?
PAN is a vasculitis affecting medium-sized blood vessels.
In patients with “cutaneous polyarteritis nodosa”, the
findings of the disease are localized to the skin (purpura or
subcutaneous nodules), but also sometimes the peripheral
nerve(s) of the same limb, causing weakness and/or
numbness. Patients with systemic PAN have involvement
of other organs, including the gastrointestinal tract, heart
and/or kidneys. The systemic form is therefore usually most
severe and requires stronger treatment.
Wegener’s/GPA
What is the difference between limited and severe
GPA (Wegener’s)?
Not all patients with GPA have similar disease. The
term “limited” GPA was introduced in 1966 and was
originally defined as GPA that did not involve the kidneys.
Unfortunately, this term has often been misinterpreted.
“Limited” GPA is not equivalent to non-severe GPA as there
are people who meet the definition of “limited” disease who
may have very severe disease and people who do not meet the
definition of limited GPA whose disease may be quite mild.
Because of this, the term “limited” GPA is best avoided. It is
far more helpful to view this disease in terms of the location
of organ involvement and the degree of severity of the disease
in each of these locations.
What is the difference between ANCA and ANA?
Both are blood tests used by doctors to help in the diagnosis
of autoimmune disease. Antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody
(ANCA) is a blood test commonly elevated in patients with
diseases such as GPA, MPA (microscopic polyangiitis), and
Churg-Strauss syndrome. Antinuclear antibody (ANA) is a
blood test most often elevated in patients with systemic lupus
erythematosus (“lupus”), Sjögren’s syndrome, scleroderma
and other types of autoimmune diseases.

Can you still be diagnosed with GPA (Wegener’s) if
the ANCA is negative?
Yes. Although ANCA is elevated in a majority of patients
with GPA (Wegener’s), it is not detectable in all patients and
is not necessary to make the diagnosis.
What are anti-GBM antibodies and what do they
have to do with my vasculitis?
Anti-GBM antibodies are antibodies directed against
glomerular basement membranes. Patients with antiGBM disease (Goodpasture’s syndrome) will present with
involvement of lungs and kidneys, so-called pulmonary-renal
syndrome. This can include bleeding in the lungs (hemoptysis)
that can lead to respiratory failure and bleeding in the kidney
(hematuria) that can lead to rapidly progressive loss of kidney
function. Goodpasture’s syndrome has to be considered in
patients who are thought to have ANCA-related vasculitides GPA and microscopic polyangiitis - as those diseases can also
present with pulmonary-renal syndrome. Measuring antiGBM antibodies and ANCA in these patients will usually
help distinguish the two conditions although there are rare
cases of patients with both ANCA and anti-GBM antibodies.
What are the chances of recovering lost hearing in a
patient with GPA (Wegener’s)?
Hearing can be transiently decreased in patients with
GPA with acute otitis because of the presence of liquid
in the inner ear(s), which will regress under appropriate
treatment. However, when the inner ear damage is severe
because of prolonged or multiple recurrences of otitis, and/or
when the auditory nerve(s) are involved by inflammation or
compression, the hearing loss can be permanent.
Can a saddle nose deformity be repaired?
Yes, a saddle nose deformity can be repaired as long as
the underlying vasculitis is not active. This would require
consultation with a surgeon - oftentimes an ear nose and
throat (ENT) specialist who could discuss this option with
you.

.

If you would like to submit a question to
Ask the Consultant, please send it to the VF office.

Make Connections and Get Support
at the VF Facebook Group!
This free online community boasts
1,800+ members who share and
connect with other vasculitis patients,
as well as friends and family members.

vasculitisfoundation@groups.facebook.com

www.VasculitisFoundation.org
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Deep Vein Thrombosis
Preventing Blood Clots in the Legs

You know the drill: Anytime you fly on an airplane
for more than a couple of hours, you’re supposed to stay
hydrated, avoid alcohol and periodically move your legs
to prevent blood clots forming in your veins (deep vein
thrombosis, or DVT).
This is generally good advice. But while public perception
closely links cramped airline seats with DVT, this is only one
of the many situations that may increase your risk of DVT.
People who develop DVT are often predisposed to quicker
clotting. That’s often coupled with some circumstance - more
likely hospitalization or surgery than a long airline flight - that
triggers clot formation.
f you have an elevated risk of blood clot development,
taking precautions to prevent DVT is important. Once a clot
develops, it may take months to go away, even with treatment.
However, treatment greatly reduces the risk that the clot will
become bigger, or that some or all of it will break away and
block a lung artery. This commonly fatal condition is called a
pulmonary embolism.
Clot Formation
Deep vein thrombosis is much more common than most
people realize. It’s estimated that each year around 350,000
Americans are affected by DVT or pulmonary embolism, its
primary complication.
DVT develops in the larger “deep” veins that are the final
conduits funneling blood back to the heart. It mostly occurs
in the largest veins of the legs and pelvis, although DVT may
occasionally develop in the arms. Many factors can make you
more prone to DVT, including:
• Certain cancers, especially pancreatic, brain, lymph node
and lung cancers, or chemotherapy
• Advanced age or medical circumstances that require you
to be in a nursing home
• A past incident of DVT or pulmonary embolism
• Use of hormone replacement therapy or birth control
pills
• Pregnancy and especially recent childbirth
• A family history of blood clots, which may indicate an
inherited blood-clotting disorder
• Lifestyle factors such as obesity
In addition, any one of several situations may be a
triggering event leading to DVT. Even after the triggering
event is over, risk of DVT may be heightened for up to three
months. Triggering events include:
• Hospitalization for a sudden medical problem - Trauma
to the leg area or pelvis or a fracture of a leg or pelvis
bone puts you at especially high risk.
• Major surgery - This especially includes hip or knee
replacement or surgery in the pelvic area.
www.VasculitisFoundation.org

• Long periods of sitting - Airplane flights that are around
six or more hours are the main culprits, but long car or
train rides can be, too.

Hard to Detect
Many DVTs can develop and grow quite large before
causing any symptoms. Still, almost all cause signs and
symptoms eventually. These may include:
• Swelling in the ankle area of the affected leg. Typically,
only one leg is affected.
• Leg pain that often starts in the calf and can feel like
a cramp.
• Redness or warmth over the affected area and fever.
If your doctor suspects DVT, ultrasound imaging is
typically the first test used because it’s safe, widely available
and quite accurate. Additional testing, such as more advanced
imaging scans or additional blood testing, may be done to aid
in diagnosis, identify the root cause of the problem or to help
establish effective therapy.

Stabilization
If you’re found to have a DVT, the immediate focus of
treatment is preventing the clot from getting bigger and
reducing the risk of pulmonary embolism. The mainstays of
therapy are drugs to prevent blood clotting (anticoagulants).
These won’t dissolve the blood clot, but they help prevent
blood clots from breaking off of your DVT, and prevent further
blood clot growth.
Initial anticoagulant therapy involves injections of a fastacting drug such as heparin. The oral anti-coagulant warfarin
(Coumadin) may be started along with heparin. Warfarin
takes a few days before it’s fully effective. As the warfarin takes
effect, you will likely be instructed to stop taking heparin.
Most people with DVT can expect to take an anticoagulant
drug for a minimum of three months. That’s often about how
long it takes for the body to dissolve the blood clot. However,
depending on the causes of your DVT and your risk of
developing another, you may need to continue anticoagulants
for as long as your risk remains increased. With anticoagulant
use, there’s increased risk of bleeding, so it’s important to work
closely with your doctor to monitor your risk.
If you can’t take anti-coagulants, a clot-trapping filter may
be placed in the large vein in your abdomen that leads from
your legs to your heart. The filters may be able to block a clot
from reaching your lungs. However, they’re not risk-free and
may actually increase the risk of developing clots in the legs.
In addition, evidence showing they can save lives is lacking.
In rare cases, clot-dissolving drugs (thrombolytics) may
be used to dissolve DVT. For most, the risk of potentially
deadly bleeding out-weighs the clot-dissolving benefit.

Collateral Damage
A deep vein blood clot is likely to cause vein damage or
continued on page 8
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result in residual vein blockage. This may impair blood flow.
Blood that should be getting pumped up to your heart can
instead pool in your legs when you’re upright. The result
is leg swelling due to fluid accumulation (edema). Without
treatment, additional skin problems and large, difficult-toheal sores may occur.
When swelling occurs as a result of DVT, it’s called postthrombotic syndrome. About 30 to 50 percent of those who
have DVT will develop post-thrombotic syndrome. The
chances of developing it are highest within the first one to two
years. But anyone who has had DVT is at risk of developing
post-thrombotic syndrome at some point later in life.
Well-fitted compression stockings that are put on the
affected leg the moment you get out of bed and worn all day
are the main treatment of post-thrombotic syndrome. How
they’re worn varies. Some doctors recommend that everyone
with DVT wear them for one to two years. Others feel they’re
only needed if significant swelling is present.
Once post-thrombotic syndrome develops, you’ll probably
need to wear a compression stocking on the affected leg for
life.

Beware of pulmonary embolism danger
From the deep veins of the legs and pelvis it’s a straight
shot to the heart, and only a short distance farther to the
lungs. If a fragment - or, more commonly, several fragments
- of a deep vein thrombosis break loose, they can be carried
to the lungs, blocking blood flow. This is called a pulmonary
embolism, and it can be fatal.
Signs and symptoms of pulmonary embolism vary.
Sometimes, no symptoms are evident. However, seek
emergency medical care if you experience:
• Unexplained shortness of breath, which can come on
gradually or suddenly
• Sharp chest pain when you inhale or cough
• Feeling lightheaded or dizzy or even fainting
• Coughing up blood

Stopping Clots
For most healthy adults, DVT is extremely rare and not
worth worrying about. If you’re at elevated risk of DVT or
are working to prevent a second episode, help keep your legs
clot-free by:
• Taking precautions when traveling - Stay hydrated,
avoid alcohol, and take hourly breaks from sitting to
walk around. The extra legroom of an aisle or businessclass seat may help. For those at especially high risk, as
below-the-knee compression stocking or an injection of
heparin prior to travel may be needed.
• Making lifestyle changes - Losing weight if you’re
obese may help reduce your risk of DVT.
• Following instructions from your doctor or surgeon There are well-established guidelines for preventing DVT
in many medical situations, particularly with surgery.

.
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Anti-coagulants feature prominently in almost every DVT
prevention plan. It’s important to take anticoagulants for
the length of time recommended by your doctor or surgeon
- which may be for several weeks or longer - and to carefully
follow any additional instructions.
Mayo Clinic Health Letter, Vol. 27, Number 3, March 2009

.

Helping People Feel Less
Isolated
13th May 2010
Excerpted from the OxfordTime:
http://www.oxfordtimes.co.uk/leisure/8163514.print/

The Oxford Vasculitis Support Group was set up in
2004 by two women who have Wegener’s granulomatosis, to
provide guidance and understanding to those who are newly
diagnosed, their families and their friends. The group also
supports those who have had vasculitis for some time, but
have never been in contact with others with this rare disease.
The group helps people to feel less isolated and is a way of
sharing information and support.
Sue Ashdown of the group said that they ‘meet in
relaxed and friendly surroundings every three months or so,
but are always available to talk to people on the phone or
to be in contact via e-mail’. The Oxford Vasculitis Support
Group also organises an annual seminar in Oxford to discuss
developments. Ashdown said, “This year we had an excellent
talk by a renal doctor, from the Churchill Hospital, on how
the kidneys can be affected by vasculitis.”
The group links up with other support groups around
the country, putting people in contact with others in their
local area. Volunteers, who are patients or family members,
run the groups. They also link with the Vasculitis Foundation
to raise awareness and funds for research on vasculitis.
To learn more, please contact
Sue Ashdown
01295 816841 or
oxonvsg@hotmail.com.

.

Dues Increase Effective March 1, 2010
The VF increased its membership dues to $35.00
per year for all members on March 1.
http://www.VasculitisFoundation.org/vision/join
We appreciate your continued support.

.
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Disease Cause Is Pinpointed
With Genome
By Nicholas Wade
New York Times Science Section, March 10, 2010

Two research teams have independently decoded the
entire genome of patients to find the exact genetic cause of
their diseases. The approach may offer a new start in the so
far disappointing effort to identify the genetic roots of major
killers like heart disease, diabetes and Alzheimer’s.
In the decade since the first full genetic code of a human
was sequenced for some $500 million, less than a dozen
genomes had been decoded, all of healthy people.
Geneticists said the new research showed it was now
possible to sequence the entire genome of a patient at
reasonable cost and with sufficient accuracy to be of practical
use to medical researchers. One subject’s genome cost just
$50,000 to decode.
“We are finally about to turn the corner, and I suspect
that in the next few years human genetics will finally begin
to systematically deliver clinically meaningful findings,” said
David B. Goldstein, a Duke University geneticist who has
criticized the current approach to identifying genetic causes
of common diseases.
Besides identifying disease genes, one team, in Seattle,
was able to make the first direct estimate of the number of
mutations, or changes in DNA, that are passed on from parent
to child. They calculate that of the three billion units in the
human genome, 60 per generation are changed by random
mutation — considerably less than previously thought.
The three diseases analyzed in the two reports, published
online Wednesday, are caused by single, rare mutations in a
gene.
In one case, Richard A. Gibbs of the Baylor College of
Medicine sequenced the whole genome of his colleague Dr.
James R. Lupski, a prominent medical geneticist who has a
nerve disease, Charcot-Marie-Tooth neuropathy.
In the second, Leroy Hood and David J. Galas of the
Institute for Systems Biology in Seattle have decoded the
genomes of two children with two rare genetic diseases, and
their parents.
More common diseases, like cancer, are thought to be
caused by mutations in several genes, and finding the causes
was the principal goal of the $3 billion human genome project.
To that end, medical geneticists have invested heavily over the
last eight years in an alluring shortcut.
But the shortcut was based on a premise that is turning out
to be incorrect. Scientists thought the mutations that caused
common diseases would themselves be common. So they first
identified the common mutations in the human population
in a $100 million project called the HapMap. Then they
.
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compared patients’ genomes with those of healthy genomes.
The comparisons relied on ingenious devices called SNP chips,
which scan just a tiny portion of the genome. (SNP, pronounced
“snip,” stands for single nucleotide polymorphism.) These
projects, called genome-wide association studies, each cost
around $10 million or more.
The results of this costly international exercise have been
disappointing. About 2,000 sites on the human genome have
been statistically linked with various diseases, but in many
cases the sites are not inside working genes, suggesting there
may be some conceptual flaw in the statistics. And in most
diseases the culprit DNA was linked to only a small portion of
all the cases of the disease. It seemed that natural selection has
weeded out any disease-causing mutation before it becomes
common.
The finding implies that common diseases, surprisingly,
are caused by rare, not common, mutations. In the last few
months, researchers have begun to conclude that a new
approach is needed, one based on decoding the entire genome
of patients.
The new reports, though involving only single-gene
diseases, suggest that the whole-genome approach can be
developed into a way of exploring the roots of the common
multigene diseases.
“We need a way of assessing rare variants better than the
genomewide association studies can do, and whole-genome
sequencing is the only way to do that,” Dr. Lupski said.
With 10 genomes of healthy humans sequenced, Dr.
Gibbs, a specialist in DNA sequencing, decided it was time
to decode the genome of someone with a genetic disease and
asked his colleague Dr. Lupski to volunteer.
Mutations in any of 39 genes can cause Charcot-MarieTooth, a disease that impairs nerves to the hands and feet and
causes muscle weakness.
Fifty thousand dollars later, Dr. Lupski turned out to have
mutations in an obscure gene called SH3TC2. The copy of the
gene he inherited from his father is mutated in one place, and
the copy from his mother in a second.
Both his parents had one good copy of the gene in addition
to the mutated one. A single good copy can generate enough,
or nearly enough, of the gene’s product for the nerves to work
properly. Dr. Lupski’s mother was free of the disease and his
father had only mild symptoms.
In the genetic lottery that is human procreation, two of
their eight children inherited good copies of SH3TC2 from
each parent; two inherited the mother’s mutation but the
father’s good copy and are free of the disease; and four siblings
including Dr. Lupski inherited mutated copies from both
parents. These four all have Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease.
The results are reported in The New England Journal of
Medicine.
continued on page 20
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Members of our Vasculitis Family

November/December 2010
RICHARD CARMEL
York Beach, ME

.

ANTHONY DORSSERS
11/22/2010
Blenheim, ON Canada

.
.

JOHN FLOOD
Brookline, MA

Disease Cause

JOYCE A. HORD
10/25/2010
Glasgow, MO

.

MARTIN HOUG
10/28/2010
Houston, TX

.

GARY LARKIN
11/15/2010
Cincinnati, OH

GRACE OLSON
Wayne, PA

.

SYLVIA ORZECH
10/26/2010
Livonia, MI

.
.

CHARLES TAYLOR
Dallas, TX

.
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In Seattle, Dr. Hood and Dr. Galas have also applied
whole-genome sequencing to disease. They analyzed the
genome of a family of four, in which the two children each
have two single-gene diseases, called Miller syndrome and
ciliary dyskinesia. With four related genomes available, the
researchers could identify the causative genes. They also
improved the accuracy of the sequencing because DNA
changes that did not obey Mendel’s rules of inheritance could
be classed as errors in the decoding process.
The Seattle team believes whole-genome sequencing can
be applied to the study of the common multigene diseases
and plans to sequence more than 100 genomes next year,
starting with multigenerational families.
The family whose genomes they report in Science were
sequenced by a company with a new DNA sequencing
method, Complete Genomics of Mountain View, Calif., at a
cost of $25,000 each. Clifford Reid, the chief executive, said
that the company was scaling up to sequence 500 genomes
a month and that for large projects the price per genome
would soon drop below $10,000. “We are on our way to the
$5,000 genome,” he said.
Dr. Reid said the HapMap and genomewide association
studies were not a mistake but “the best we could do at the
time.” But they have not yet revolutionized medicine, “which
we are on the verge of doing,” he said.
Dr. Goldstein, of Duke University, said the wholegenome sequencing approach that was now possible should
allow rapid progress. “I think we are finally headed where we
have long wanted to go,” he said.

.

Have Chapter news you’d like to share?
Contact the VF office at 816.436.8211
or 800.277.9474
or vf@VasculitisFoundation.org
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Giving Can Be More Than
A Cash Donation
The Vasculitis Foundation partners with the Greater
Kansas City Community Foundation to help families and
businesses quickly and easily donate hard-to-value assets to
further their charitable goals. You may be able to attain a new
level of giving you might not have considered possible through
an asset you own right now. The Community Foundation
specializes in accepting alternative assets including:
I. Gifts of Real Estate
• Land
• Personal Residence
• Commercial Property
• Other Real Property

II. Gifts of Partial Interests
• Closely-held Stock (S-Corp, C-Corp, LLC)
• Partnership Interests
• Limited Liability Company

III. Gifts of Tangible Personal Property
• Artwork
• Royalties, Copyrights, Patents
• Valuable Collectibles

IV. Other Alternative Asset Gifts
• Life Insurance Policies
• Retirement Plan
• Negotiable Instruments (such as notes receivable)
• Oil and Gas Interests
This list is not intended to be all-inclusive of acceptable
alternative assets. Gift acceptance is dependent upon asset
review and approval. Although gifting alternative assets can
be a complicated process, we remove all logistical headaches
from start to sale.
For more information please contact the VF office.
Reprinted from www.gkccf.org

.

Websites Offer
Immediate Support
What do you do when telephone calls from
caring friends/family are wearing you down as you
give updates on a loved one’s medical condition?
CaringBridge offers free, personalized websites that
help people stay in touch with family and friends
during a health crisis. Patients and/or their families can
devise personal websites that display medical updates,
photographs and visitors can leave messages of support.
For more information, visit www.CaringBridge.org

.
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VF Reaches $1,000,000 In Research Funding
In December the VF Board of Directors selected Dr. Felipe

Andrade’s study, “Defining an animal model for the study of
Wegener’s Granulomatosis”, for a one-year grant of $75,000.
With this grant award, the VF
Research Program has now
funded 23 studies and over
$1,000,000 in research. The
VF is the largest private funder
of research on vasculitis in the
world.
Nancy Olona, past president of the WGA (now VF) and
Dr. Richard Erickson, former
Nancy and Jessica
chair of the Research Program,
were instrumental in establishing the Research Program. As
Olona reminisced recently, “When my niece, Jessica, age six,
was diagnosed with Wegener’s in 1999, I dreamt of finding
a cure. In July of that year, I met with Iva Roe and the WGA
Board of Directors. With encouragement and support from
Iva, Dr. Erickson, Joyce Kullman and many others, we began

the first fundraising for research with a walk/run in Littleton,
Colorado. We were amazed how successful the walk was,
and fundraising for research began. So many people became
involved with walks, golfing tournaments, motorcycle rides,
fishing tournaments, and the like throughout the country.
Dr. Erickson then developed and implemented the Research
Program on a much larger scale, and from there it continued
to grow. It is amazing to me how far this research program
has come. The dream is coming true. Congratulations to
everyone who has made research a reality.”
The first grant was awarded in 2002, in the
amount of $35,000, to Dr. Gary S. Hoffman
and Dr. Alexandra Villa-Forte of the Cleveland
Clinic Foundation, Center for Vasculitis
Care and Research. Their study, “Short-Term
Jessica at 6 years Cyclophosphamide Therapy in a Cohort of
Over 200 Patients”, examined the long-term
effects of cyclophosphamide on Wegener’s patients and changed
the way patients are treated for mild to moderate Wegener’s,
demonstrating that remission can be achieved with limited
continued on page 5

Research Review

New Horizons Discovered for GCA Treatment
New research from Stanford University has Assessing Disease Activity
identified three molecules that play a role in
the abnormal immune responses of Giant cell
arteritis (GCA). The discovery may lead to more
effective ways of measuring disease activity and
new GCA therapies.
“This opens a whole new world of biology
for vasculitis,” says the study’s principal
investigator, Cornelia Weyand, a professor of
medicine at Stanford. “Patients come and see
us and we have very limited means to tell them
whether the disease is well-controlled or not.
Currently, we use very non-specific lab tests -the sedimentation rate, CRP -- to estimate disease
activity. Imaging blood vessels and their walls has
been disappointing so far in telling us whether
the inflammation is still going on or whether it
has stopped. We need much better tools.”

Her research may have uncovered that
“better wrench”. Studying artery tissue samples
from patients who underwent temporal artery
biopsy, researchers looked for genes that were
expressed at very high levels in the lesions.
They noticed that the samples showed high
levels of NOTCH-1, JAGGED-1 and DELTA-1
molecules. NOTCH is the receptor on the T cell
surface and JAGGED and DELTA are expressed
on partnering cells.
“We showed that NOTCH sits on the T cells
and when it binds with DELTA or JAGGED,
the T cells are activated and become tissuedestructive,” she explains. “We also saw that
these NOTCH-expressing T cells are circulating
in the blood of the patients where we can find
them for diagnostic testing.”
continued on page 5
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or no use of cyclophosphamide
therapy.
The ultimate goal of VF-funded
research is to decrease the morbidity
and mortality of vasculitic diseases.
Fortunately, the research of one
form of vasculitis is relevant to all
other forms. Because there are many
stepping stones along the way to
finding a cure, the VF sponsors
Richard Erickson, PhD
research into a wide range of
vasculitis-related areas.
Dr. Don Gebhart, chair of the Research Program, adds,
“The awarding of $1,000,000 in research grants by the VF
is a time to celebrate and thank the small and large donors
and the hundreds of patients, family members and friends
who have helped raise these funds. Our research goals are
to fund good scientific studies to improve the quality of life
of vasculitis patients, to determine the cause of vasculitis and
to add valuable information in the search for a cure. With
each study we support, we come closer to attaining these
goals, and we are grateful to all of those who help make this
possible.”

.

Story

continued from page 3

you retired? Were you active? Did you have any activities or
hobbies?
Uh-Oh, something’s awry - What were your first symptoms?
Did they change over time? How long were you dealing with
them?
What’s up, Doc? Did you need to see many doctors? What
type of doctors? What led to diagnosis?
I have vasculitis? What was your diagnosis? What does that
mean?
My reaction - Adding your emotion helps amplify the power
of your message and helps your audience connect with you.
An update and… How are you doing now? How did this
experience change your outlook? How has the VF helped you?
What ways do you raise awareness?
Please submit your stories (no more than 300 words) with
your favorite photo to awareness@vasculitisfoundation.org.

.

continued from page 1

The discovery will help researchers better understand
how GCA comes about and what it does to the blood vessel.
Weyand will continue to investigate whether NOTCHpositive cells can be used to find out how active the disease
is in a blood sample.

Blocking Inflammation
The study findings may provide clues for ways of
interfering with the inflammation response. “We know less
how to stop vascular wall inflammation once it has begun,”
Weyand admits. “We need to discover disease-typical cells
and their products that allow us to disrupt the inflammation
and do this without paralyzing the overall immune system.
Essentially, all of the therapies we have right now cannot
distinguish between the ‘bad’ inflammation in the arteries
and the ‘good’ inflammation that protects us from harm.”
Weyand’s work puts researchers one step closer to
solving that riddle. The team implanted human arteries in
mice, induced vasculitis and tried various ways of blocking
activation of the NOTCH molecule in an attempt to suppress
inflammation.
“When we inject cells from a patient with GCA [into the
mouse], those cells will initiate the inflammation,” Weyand
explains. “Giving the medication very early in the disease
essentially stopped the disease process. Giving it late in the
disease still had excellent therapeutic effects.”

Getting Solid Support
The ground-breaking study was made possible by a grant
from the VF.
”The VF has emerged as an important force in supporting
studies into the pathogenesis of vasculitis,” Weyand asserts.
“Understanding what goes wrong in the immune system of
vasculitis patients, developing new tools in measuring these
abnormalities in a blood sample and, above all, paving the
way for new treatments that are not broadly suppressive for
the immune system but specifically target ‘bad’ inflammation
are tightly connected. Diagnosing and treating disease
without knowing how it comes about is like driving in the
dark without the headlights on. Research is the process of
switching on the headlights and finding the right direction.
The VF has the potential to become the major driver of
‘switching on the headlights’.”

.
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research
New VF Grant Recipients
Four

researchers recently received grants from the VF to
further their studies. Here’s a quick look at the investigators
and what their work means for vasculitis patients.

Grantee: Dr. Paul Brogan,

reader in vasculitis and honorary
consultant pediatric rheumatologist,
UCL Institute of Child Health and
Great Ormond Street Hospital NHS
Foundation Trust, London, United
Kingdom
Award: $99,206; two years
Topic: Circulating microparticles as
therapeutic
targets of plasma exchange
Paul Brogan, MD
in antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody
(ANCA) associated vasculitis.
Inspired by a patient whose Microscopic polyangiitis was
diagnosed too late, Brogan began studying ANCA vasculitis
and other forms of vasculitis in children in 1997. His work
centers on the novel biomarkers contained within the
“blood dust”, which could be targets for therapeutic plasma
exchange.
“We now know that ANCA cause little pieces of white
blood cell ‘shrapnel’ to be released when they bind to
neutrophils,” he explains. “In test tube experiments these
neutrophil microparticles do bad stuff to endothelium,
causing it to be activated and sticky and encouraging more
white blood cells to bind, amplifying the vasculitis. We also
know that these microparticles may contribute to blood
clotting, and are found at higher levels in the blood of children
who go on to have thrombotic complications of vasculitis.”
Brogan’s study will determine if this is also true in patients
with ANCA vasculitis, and if removing the “shrapnel” by
plasma exchange improves patient outcomes. He hopes his
study will help identify which blood parameters are most
important to remove to achieve disease control.
VF grants help clinician scientists like Brogan who are
working at the interface of science and clinical practice for
rare diseases.
“It undoubtedly facilitates the flow of knowledge from
benchside research to the clinic for patient benefit,” he says.
“This sort of support is essential to further our knowledge of
such rare diseases.”

Grantee: Ritu Chakravarti, PhD,

research associate, Department of
Pathobiology, Cleveland Clinic Lerner
Research Institute, Cleveland, Ohio
Award: $49,00; one year
Topic: To Understand the Role of 143-3 In Giant Cell Arteritis (GCA)
Chakravarti’s interest in GCA is
simple: It is the most common form of
vasculitis where the causative agent is
Ritu Chakravarti, PhD
not known.
Her research studies the agent causing inflammation of
6
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the aorta that manifests as GCA and affects 1 in 500 adults
in America. The current therapy primarily uses steroids to
suppress immune function causing significant morbidity.
“We hope that our results will facilitate early detection
and better treatments for GCA patients,” Dr. Chakravarti
says. “Our proposed work is the first step in identifying the
causative agent and we would continue to test specificity of
known targets. We will possibly look for novel targets involved
in the disease. The next big step would be to facilitate a noninvasive test for the early detection of GCA.”
The grant will help Chakravarti build a research base and
will facilitate generation of useful results.
“It’s a very important bridge needed to find novel direction
and sufficient data needed to develop future therapeutics,”
she says.

Grantee: Susanne Schinke, MD,

research fellow, Department of Rheumatology and Clinical Immunology,
The University of Lübeck, Lübeck,
Germany
Award: $50,000; one year
Topic: Disease-specific dysregulation
of miRNA in Granulomatosis with
Polyangiitis (GPA/Wegener’s)
Schinke
began
researching
Susanne Schinke, MD
vasculitis while in medical school.
Her MD thesis studied a special subgroup of ANCA directed
against BPI, bactericidal/permeability-increasing protein
associated with ANCA and chronic inflammation. Despite
decades of research, scientists still don’t know the causes of
ANCA and vasculitis. That intrigued Schinke and inspired
her to investigate in vasculitis the regulation of genetic code
by microRNA (MiRNA), an aspect of research that emerged
only recently.
MiRNA shows that the genome we are born with is not a
fixed setting. Gene expression can be profoundly changed by
regulatory processes such as miRNA,” she explains. “MiRNA
are influenced by environmental factors and therefore might
explain the development of autoimmunity better than genetic
or epidemiological studies that until now have not been able
to explain why vasculitis develops in some patients and not
in others. I hope to find a distinct pattern revealing a specific
dysregulation of miRNA that only occurs in GPA patients-and not in healthy people. Hopefully this will give a hint to
what causes this granulomatous and necrotizing vasculitis.”
The VF grant will help Schinke quantify miRNA
expression in a set of GPA tissue samples and sera. This is
essential for further study and will be the basis for future
development of miRNA- based therapeutic interventions.
“For young researchers with new ideas the VF grant
allows us to transfer these ideas into practice without being
established in the researcher community with a high-ranked
publication,” Schinke says. “This is so essential in order to
generate the first results further studies can be based on and
research can continue.
continued on page 7
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BrainWorks
Toronto
Group

Grantee: Susanne Benseler, MD, pediatric rheumatologist, associate professor of paediatrics, The Hospital for Sick
Children, University of Toronto, Canada
Award: $40,128; one year
Topic: Development of a uniform histology scoring systems
for Small Vessel CNS Vasculitis in adulthood and childhood.
Benseler was inspired to study CNS vasculitis in
pediatric patients after seeing previously healthy children
present with severe neurological deficits including seizures,
stroke, loss of vision of speech, inability to concentrate and
more devastating symptoms. “Until about 10 years ago,
brain vessel inflammation, or CNS vasculitis, remained
unrecognized and untreated,” she says. “Children often died
of their vasculitis without anybody making the diagnosis
while they were alive.”
She began looking for a way to discover the underlying

New Jersey Walk Will Raise
Awareness in Memory of Alice
| Wendy Krushinski
Vasculitis Awareness Memorial Walk & Picnic
Saturday, May 11, 2013
Registration: 9 a.m.; Walk: 11 a.m.;
Picnic following walk
Johnson Park Grove #5
1030 River Road
Piscataway, New Jersey
For more information or to
register,
contact Wendy Krushinski:
wendl70@aol.com or
732.986.5570

My mom, Alice Urban, passed away February 25, 2012, at
the age of 63. Alice was one of a kind and her smile was a
strong ray of sunshine. She lived life to the fullest and was
able to leave a lasting, vibrant and memorable connection with
anyone lucky enough to have known or met her.
Alice was diagnosed with Wegener’s in December 2006

disease more quickly, reducing negative impacts and
increasing quality of life.
“The mean age of a child with CNS vasculitis is 10, so
an early diagnosis can alter their lives immensely,” Benseler
explains. “If we can start treatment earlier and make it more
tailored, chances of long-term brain damage are increasingly
low and patients have a chance to recover completely and
return to the life they lived before.”
Her team is developing a standardized approach to use
the most reliable tests to expedite and confirm diagnosis
and prevent permanent brain injury..
“This grant will help us to identify what is specific and
instrumental for the diagnosis of CNS vasculitis on brain
biopsy. New tests will help to identify possible new targets
for treatment, which will be more targeted with fewer sideeffects.”

.

after months of pneumonia, skin nodules, rashes, weight
loss and night sweats. A lung biopsy showed nodules and
her p-ANCA tested positive. Treatment was prednisone and
cyclophosphamide. She was hospitalized for six months with
a lung collapse, multiple chest tubes, air leaks, subcutaneous
emphysema and COPD.
My mom was very energetic; a fighter to say the least
who was always willing to help and be there for others. When
her busy lifestyle came to a halt she learned to crochet baby
blankets and hats and donated them to the NICU and PEDS
babies at St. Peter’s University Hospital, New Brunswick, New
Jersey.
In 2007, her doctors recommended Alice to the Johns
Hopkins Vasculitis Center in Baltimore and we were fortunate
to work with Drs. Stuart Levine and Rebecca Manno. Thanks
to their knowledge and attention, Alice enjoyed two years of
remission and resumed her busy lifestyle and enjoyed her six
grandchildren. Unfortunately, by May 2009, she experienced
several flares and spent more time in the hospital and started
taking cyclophosphamide and prednisone again.
In 2010 Alice suffered severe neurological changes
including slurred speech and increased clumsiness on her right
side; she was unable to drive, write, or talk normally. An MRI
showed a lesion on her brain called Progressive Multifocal
continued on page 17
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Bringing Support and Awareness to Ireland
Editor’s Note: Julie Power is a vasculitis patient, research
from both Dr. Eamonn Molloy, consultant rheumatologist,
advocate and founder of the patient support group in Ireland.
and Prof. Con Feighery, consultant immunologist, who have
Power has formed a unique collaboration with rheumatologist
a special interest in vasculitis. Together we have worked to
Eamonn Molloy at St. Vincent’s University Hospital in Dublin
increase awareness of vasculitis, its diagnosis and current
to create better clinical services for Irish vasculitis patients. This
treatments. In September 2011, we held our first All-Ireland
is her story.
meeting in Dublin, where both Dr. Feighery and Dr. Molloy
After getting over the shock of being diagnosed with
gave talks, and 70 people attended. In October 2012, we
granulomatosis with polyangiitis (GPA/Wegener’s) in 2005,
were able to hold our first All-Ireland Conference with four
I needed to find out more about it and what kind of future
eminent specialists giving talks and answering our questions.
there was for me and my family. I started to look for a
This was very well received by all 40 attendees, eight of
vasculitis support group anywhere in Ireland. Unfortunately,
whom were healthcare professionals.
there was none. I joined the Vasculitis
In February 2012, we were
Foundation (previously Wegener’s
very fortunate to have Prof. Mark
Granulomatosis Association) and also
Little come to Ireland from London
received information from Vasculitis
to help set up specialist vasculitis
UK (previously The Stuart Strange
clinics all over Ireland and to start
Foundation). While these were a great
research here in conjunction with
start, I still wanted to actually meet
the United Kingdom. To assist Prof.
someone with the same condition.
Little in setting up the clinics, we
In 2010, my husband, Michael,
ran a small survey of our members
and sons, Dan and Joseph, decided to
to get information of care already in
raise money to help me start a support
existence.
group myself. They cycled from l-r: Prof. Mark Little, Julie Power, Dr. Eamonn Molloy
The clinics are a major
Belfast to Dublin and back, raising
breakthrough in vasculitis care in
£220 or $355 USD. We had our first meeting in September
Ireland. Being able to correspond with specialists and
of that year with seven attendees. Now we have achieved
other interested healthcare professionals allows for mutual
charitable status and have over 120 members - patients,
benefits—patients and carers have access to information
carers and interested healthcare professionals - from all over
on the diseases and current treatments, while healthcare
Ireland and with a wide range of the vasculitis diseases. We
professionals can glean an insight into living with vasculitis.
meet every three months in Belfast and have started having
For more information:
regional meetings. Imagine Ireland having support group
vasculitisireland10@gmail.com
meetings that are nearby and accessible to anyone who needs
Telephone: Julie Power (Northern Ireland) 028.44.842889
it - I can dream can’t I?
or (Republic of Ireland) 048.44.842889
From the early days, we have had very good support
Donations: www.justgiving.com/vasculitisia

.

Molloy continued from page 8
with Julie’s group and many have found this support very helpful in dealing
with their vasculitis.”

Looking forward
Molloy is an avowed optimist and sees many opportunities for better
care and understanding going forward. “Major advances in the field of
vasculitis have ensued from the collaborative work of clinicians, researchers
and patients and in particular networks such as EUVAS and VCRC,” he
says. “The outcome of the planned randomized trial of tocilizumab for
treatment of GCA will be of great interest, given the dearth of proven
therapies currently available. I believe much more is yet to come.”

.
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Vasculitis Foundation launched its new website in December. The website, built in Wordpress, features updated
information on treatments, research and VF activities. There is an expanded area for patients’ stories and awareness and
educational videos. Please visit the website and let us know what you think!
The new website was made possible through a generous educational grant from Genentech/Biogen, Idec.
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profile
Bringing Support and Awareness to Ireland
Editor’s Note: Julie Power is a vasculitis patient, research
from both Dr. Eamonn Molloy, consultant rheumatologist,
advocate and founder of the patient support group in Ireland.
and Prof. Con Feighery, consultant immunologist, who have
Power has formed a unique collaboration with rheumatologist
a special interest in vasculitis. Together we have worked to
Eamonn Molloy at St. Vincent’s University Hospital in Dublin
increase awareness of vasculitis, its diagnosis and current
to create better clinical services for Irish vasculitis patients. This
treatments. In September 2011, we held our first All-Ireland
is her story.
meeting in Dublin, where both Dr. Feighery and Dr. Molloy
After getting over the shock of being diagnosed with
gave talks, and 70 people attended. In October 2012, we
granulomatosis with polyangiitis (GPA/Wegener’s) in 2005,
were able to hold our first All-Ireland Conference with four
I needed to find out more about it and what kind of future
eminent specialists giving talks and answering our questions.
there was for me and my family. I started to look for a
This was very well received by all 40 attendees, eight of
vasculitis support group anywhere in Ireland. Unfortunately,
whom were healthcare professionals.
there was none. I joined the Vasculitis
In February 2012, we were
Foundation (previously Wegener’s
very fortunate to have Prof. Mark
Granulomatosis Association) and also
Little come to Ireland from London
received information from Vasculitis
to help set up specialist vasculitis
UK (previously The Stuart Strange
clinics all over Ireland and to start
Foundation). While these were a great
research here in conjunction with
start, I still wanted to actually meet
the United Kingdom. To assist Prof.
someone with the same condition.
Little in setting up the clinics, we
In 2010, my husband, Michael,
ran a small survey of our members
and sons, Dan and Joseph, decided to
to get information of care already in
raise money to help me start a support
existence.
group myself. They cycled from l-r: Prof. Mark Little, Julie Power, Dr. Eamonn Molloy
The clinics are a major
Belfast to Dublin and back, raising
breakthrough in vasculitis care in
£220 or $355 USD. We had our first meeting in September
Ireland. Being able to correspond with specialists and
of that year with seven attendees. Now we have achieved
other interested healthcare professionals allows for mutual
charitable status and have over 120 members - patients,
benefits—patients and carers have access to information
carers and interested healthcare professionals - from all over
on the diseases and current treatments, while healthcare
Ireland and with a wide range of the vasculitis diseases. We
professionals can glean an insight into living with vasculitis.
meet every three months in Belfast and have started having
For more information:
regional meetings. Imagine Ireland having support group
vasculitisireland10@gmail.com
meetings that are nearby and accessible to anyone who needs
Telephone: Julie Power (Northern Ireland) 028.44.842889
it - I can dream can’t I?
or (Republic of Ireland) 048.44.842889
From the early days, we have had very good support
Donations: www.justgiving.com/vasculitisia
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Molloy continued from page 8
with Julie’s group and many have found this support very helpful in dealing
with their vasculitis.”

Looking forward
Molloy is an avowed optimist and sees many opportunities for better
care and understanding going forward. “Major advances in the field of
vasculitis have ensued from the collaborative work of clinicians, researchers
and patients and in particular networks such as EUVAS and VCRC,” he
says. “The outcome of the planned randomized trial of tocilizumab for
treatment of GCA will be of great interest, given the dearth of proven
therapies currently available. I believe much more is yet to come.”
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Vasculitis Foundation launched its new website in December. The website, built in Wordpress, features updated
information on treatments, research and VF activities. There is an expanded area for patients’ stories and awareness and
educational videos. Please visit the website and let us know what you think!
The new website was made possible through a generous educational grant from Genentech/Biogen, Idec.
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Vasculitis:
Possible Mechanisms and Role of Autoimmunity
Nabih I. Abdou, MD, PhD
Clinical Professor of Medicine
Vasculitis Foundation Consultant

Nabih I. Abdou, MD, PhD

Presented at the Vasculitis Foundation
2010 All Star Vasculitis Symposium
Long Beach, California, August 1, 2010

Why do we need to know about mechanisms of vasculitis?
To identify and target our treatment towards the main
mechanism(s) that lead to vasculitis and be able to have a
marker for vasculitis that could be of value in the diagnosis
and follow up of progression or improvement of vasculitis
patients.
Mechanisms:
Several mechanisms could play a role by themselves
or in combination in the induction and progression of
vasculitis including genes that are inherited; e.g., for example,
antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody and cells that make up
the immune system, including T cells, B cells, dendritic cells,
and vascular endothelial cells. Immune complexes made up of
antigen-antibody complexes could also play a role. Moreover,
infections such as viruses, bacteria, fungi, and parasites, could
participate in the induction and/or progression of certain
types of vasculitis. Environmental factors such as pollutants
and occupational hazards have been reported to contribute to
the initiation or aggravation of vasculitis. Race and geographic
location could also play a role in certain types of vasculitis
such as Behcet’s, which is prevalent in the Mediterranean
countries and the Far East.
Why do we need to know about the genes in vasculitis patients?
We could possibly predict in the future susceptibility to
vasculitis, help in understanding how the genes influence
susceptibility to vasculitis, and improve the efforts in
designing treatment. The field of pharmacogenetics will soon
be important in understanding why some vasculitis patients
respond differently to medications. Moreover, recent reports
have indicated that certain genes such as PR3 gene expression
increases in active Wegener granulomatosis (WG). That may
lead in the future to look in ANCA-associated vasculitis for
PR3 gene expression and not only to test for serum ANCA
level.
Recent discoveries have shown the predominance of
certain HLA (human lymphocyte antigens) in certain types of
vasculitis, for example, HLA DRB4 in Churg Strauss syndrome
(CSS); HLA-B8, HLA-DR2, and HLA-DQ7 in WG; and in
microscopic polyangiitis (MPA), and HLA-B51 in Behcet’s.
There is no evidence that vasculitis is inherited, e.g.,
there is no familial aggregation in WG. You should not worry

.
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about catching vasculitis if you are married or planning to get
married to a vasculitis patient. We need to conduct population
studies on a large number of patients, particularly twins, to
get meaningful data about genes and inheritance.
We should not look at all types of vasculitis and assume
that they all have one mechanism to cause the disease.
Mechanisms that play a role depend on the type of vasculitis.
Autoantibodies are markers and could play a role in disease
damage in WG and myeloperoxidase (MPO) antibody in MPA.
T cells have been shown to play a role in GCA and immune
complexes are present in cryoglobulinemic vasculitis.
Autoantibodies in Vasculitis:
Testing for autoantibodies has been helpful in the diagnosis
of certain types of vasculitis, e.g., positive ANCA will assist
and confirm the diagnosis in WG, MPA, and CSS. We should
combine both immunofluorescence of blood neutrophils and
serum immunoassay to be sure about the diagnosis in ANCAassociated vasculitis. A negative ANCA test does NOT exclude
ANCA-associated vasculitis. ANCA-positive patients, however,
who become ANCA-negative is a good prognostic feature and
ANCA-negative patients who become positive are at increased
risk of disease flares. Therapy of ANCA-associated vasculitis
should not be dependent on ANCA blood serology and titer
alone.
Vasculitis mechanisms could be one or more of the following:
Antibody mediated in ANCA-associated vasculitis (WG, MPA
and CSS).
Cellular: T cells and their various types such as T4, T8, T
regulator cells and TH17 in GCA, Takayasu’s arteritis, and WG.
Immune complex: Antigen-antibody ± complement and
their role in hepatitis C-induced cryoglobulinemic vasculitis
and in hepatitis B in Polyarteritis nodosa (PAN); the latter has
not been validated yet.
Antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies (ANCA) could be in
two forms:
PR3 antibody is present in Azurophil granules of
neutrophils and peroxidase positive lysosomes of monocytes.
Myeloperoxidase (MPO) is present in neutrophils and
monocytes. Both PR3 and MPO antibodies are directed against
multiple sites (epitopes) of the target antigen. Understanding
the role of various epitopes on the antigen molecule might
lead us to understand the various clinical manifestations of
a disease, e.g., in WG, why some patients have predominant
kidney disease whereas others have predominant sinus or
lung disease. Do these manifestations correlate with different
forms or sites on the ANCA antibody?
Immune cells in vasculitis:
Our current information on immune cells in vasculitis is
continued on page 13
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incomplete. We need to perform more studies to understand
if the cells at the site of vasculitis are the cause of or secondary
to vasculitis. We need information on the specificity of the
cells to vessels. That will require investigators to perform
experiments to transfer to certain animal models, vessels or
cells involved in vasculitis, and check if we can reproduce the
disease in the animal model and to understand the sequential
events in the induction and progression of vasculitis.
Preliminary recent data on T cells in GCA showed that
T cells are present in the adventitia (perivascular) of the
vessel wall. Transfer of T cells in proper animal models could
reproduce the disease under the proper conditions. More work
needs to be done to characterize those cells and understand
the natural immunity (toll-like receptors) in the vessel wall.
These investigations will lead to progress in understanding
the selective distribution of vasculitis in certain vessels, e.g.,
aorta in Takayasu’s, coronary arteries in Kawasaki arteritis and
temporal artery in GCA.
New discoveries indicate the role of a new type of T cell
called T regulator cells in controlling hepatitis C-induced
mixed cryoglobulinemic vasculitis. A positive correlation was
found between improved disease and levels of hepatitis Cspecific T regulatory cells. The latter cells were found to play
a role in disease remission of ANCA-associated vasculitis by
producing interferon-γ.
T cell immunology is contributing to our understanding
of the mechanisms in vasculitis by discovering a new type of
T cell called TH17 lymphocytes. At the present time, T cell
biology has shown that there are three types of T cells:
•TH1 cells produce interleukin (IL) 2, gamma (γ) interferon
(INF) and play a role in cellular immunity.
•TH2 cells produce IL-4, IL-5 and play a role in allergic
response.
•TH17 cells produce IL-17 and play a role in autoimmune
inflammation and in vasculitis disease pathogenesis.
Therefore, investigators in vasculitis are looking for new
therapeutic targets to block IL 17.
Immune complex mediated vasculitis is shown to
play a role in certain types of vasculitis as in drug-induced
hypersensitivity vasculitis, cryoglobulinemic vasculitis with
hepatitis C infection, Henoch-Schönlein purpura (HSP) (with
IgA deposits in vessels), and hypocomplementemic urticarial
vasculitis.
Understanding the role of immune complexes in
cryoglobulinemic vasculitis is important and helpful in
designing treatment to remove the immune complexes, e.g.,
by filtering out immune complexes or by plasmapheresis.
Understanding the mechanism(s) in mixed cryoglobulinemic
vasculitis associated with hepatitis C opens the doors for
possible successful therapy with Rituximab to remove B cells
or by pegylated interferon alfa or by the use of Ribavirin to
remove the viruses. This approach is usually done following
www.VasculitisFoundation.org

plasmapheresis or immunoadsorption and resulted in
encouraging results in very serious debilitating aggressive
forms of vasculitis.
Infectious causes of vasculitis:
Certain types of vasculitis are caused or are associated with
infectious agents, e.g., hepatitis C virus in cryoglobulinemic
vasculitis and hepatitis B in some PAN patients. Kawasaki
disease has several features of infection including fever and
lymphadenopathy. These observations would indicate that an
exogenous agent could have activated one clone of immune T
cells. So far, an infectious agent has not as yet been detected
in Kawasaki disease.
Is vasculitis an autoimmune disease?
Classical immunology teaches us that the strict definition
of a disease to be labeled as an autoimmune disease should
fulfill the Witebsky criteria. These criteria include the detection
of an antigen, detection of autoantibody, the autoantibody
can transfer the disease to experimental animals or humans,
and then to demonstrate the presence of the transferred
autoantibody in the recipient animal at the site of vasculitis.
Therefore, at the present time, human vasculitis does not
fulfill the classical strict criteria for an autoimmune disease.
THIS comment is going to raise a LOT of questions/concerns
with patients. They have been told that vasculitis is an
autoimmune disease and all of the VF’s literature calls it an
autoimmune disease. This would be a loose definition of the
term autoimmunity.
Why do we need to know if vasculitis is an autoimmune disease?
This will help in understanding the mechanism of vasculitis: how the vessel damage occurs, evaluate the severity of
the disease, help in selecting the type of treatment, whether
we need to target B cells, or target T cells, or by targeting immune complexes by plasmapheresis or by immunoadsorbent
columns.
Why do we need to know about autoantibodies in vasculitis?
Detecting specific autoantibodies in vasculitis will
help in diagnosis and in monitoring disease progress and
understanding how autoantibodies damage tissues or organs
in vasculitis, and hopefully in the future to understand the
specificity of the autoantibody that could explain the various
manifestations of the disease.
In certain types of vasculitis, great advances have been
made once an autoantibody was detected, e.g., the role of
ANCA in ANCA-associated vasculitis helped in understanding
the mechanism of vasculitis, and how an autoantibody induces
vasculitis. We still need long-term studies to clarify the
autoimmune mechanisms in the various forms of vasculitis.
Summary of mechanisms that could play a role in vasculitis:
Genes: Inheritance and family studies, particularly twins,
need to be done at the present. This would be the first step
before the gene(s) for vasculitis are discovered.
Antibodies: ANCA (antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody).
continued on page 14
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We hope in the future more antibodies will be detected as
markers for other forms of vasculitis.
Cells: T cells, B cells, dendritic cells, vascular endothelial
cells. This area could be expanded, particularly that specific
immune markers are now available for cells using monoclonal
antibodies.
Immune complexes: antigen-antibody-complement complexes. Will justify certain types of therapy.
Infections: viruses, bacteria, etc. This area is still in its infancy,
but could be very promising in certain types of vasculitis,
particularly by using the new technology using polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) and microarray.
Environment: pollutants, occupational hazards, air, water,
foods. We hope geographical prevalence of certain types of
vasculitis and the vasculitis survey will give us some clues in
that area.

Final remarks and request to all vasculitis patients:
Please participate in vasculitis research, if asked, in order
to make progress in understanding the mechanisms that could
play a role in inducing activity or causing tissue or organ
damage in vasculitis. This research will result in progress in
understanding why people get vasculitis, how we achieve early
diagnosis, the best tests for diagnosis and the best therapy
of vasculitis. We have made progress in the last few years,
but our goals have not been met. The expected progress will
lead to early diagnosis of vasculitis, better quality of life for
vasculitis patients, and, hopefully, better and safer treatment
to achieve remission.
To read a complete version of Dr. Abdou’s presentation,
please visit www.VasculitisFoundation.org
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Vasculitis Clinical Research Consortium (VCRC)
The VCRC Patient Contact Registry allows patients

with vasculitis to register themselves so that they can be
notified of new VCRC clinical research studies. The contact
registry is free of charge and anonymous, and patients can
register by using a paper form, by calling 866.313.9879 or by
clicking “Join the VCRC Contact Registry” at
http://RareDiseasesNetwork.org/vcrc.
If you are already signed up with the Registry, PLEASE
make sure it has your updated contact information. If you
have not signed up with the Registry, PLEASE sign up. This
is your opportunity to participate in research and to help
researchers learn more about vasculitis and to help them
discover better treatments for all patients with vasculitis. You
must be enrolled in the Contact Registry to participate in the
following studies:
Longitudinal/Observational Studies - Recruiting
Clinical and laboratory information will be collected on
patients with vasculitis to study the disease over an extended
period of time. The data from the studies will be used by
scientists to study the genetics and causes of vasculitis, find
new ways to track disease and predict responses, to understand
how to treat patients, and much more. For patients with
Churg Strauss syndrome, Giant cell arteritis, Microscopic
polyangiitis, Polyarteritis nodosa, Takayasu’s arteritis and
Wegener’s granulomatosis.

diagnostic tests and therapies, and will be of great interest to
the larger communities of researchers investigating vasculitis
and other autoimmune, inflammatory, and vascular diseases.
A total of 1,300 subjects will be enrolled in this study.
Study subjects will only be seen once for this research study.
For patients with: Churg Strauss syndrome, Giant cell arteritis,
Microscopic polyangiitis, Polyarteritis nodosa, Takayasu’s
arteritis and Wegener’s granulomatosis.
Reproductive Health in Men and Women with Vasculitis Online Survey - Recruiting
This study will try to determine the rate of infertility
and identify pregnancy risks in a large population of young
people with vasculitis. A comprehensive questionnaire about
reproductive health will be completed by men and women
diagnosed with vasculitis before age 40. The rate of infertility
will be compared between forms of vasculitis as well as between
patients who did and did not receive cyclophosphamide.
The second goal will be to identify the risks of pregnancy to
mother and baby, comparing pregnancies conceived prior
to and following the diagnosis of vasculitis and medication
exposures. The third aim is the creation of a national vasculitis
pregnancy registry to prospectively collect data on vasculitis
activity, medication use, pregnancy success, and offspring
health. These studies will provide needed information to
physicians and young people with vasculitis.

.

Genetic Repository One-Time DNA Study - Recruiting
The purpose of this study is to identify genes that
increase the risk of developing vasculitis. Results of these
studies will provide researchers in vasculitis with insight
into the causes of these diseases and generate new ideas for

.
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Peter Merkel: New Chief of Rheumatology,
University of Pennsylvania

In January, Peter Merkel became the head of the division
of adult rheumatology at one of the world’s leading
academic medical centers, the University of Pennsylvania in
Philadelphia. It was a homecoming of sorts for the physician
and researcher, who did his medical residency at the Hospital
of the University of Pennsylvania (HUP).
Merkel, the former founder and director of the
Boston University Vasculitis Center, is excited about the
new opportunity. “I’m looking forward to continuing my
clinical and research activities in vasculitis and helping a
rheumatology division at a great medical center continue to
thrive and grow,” he says. He will direct clinical, teaching,
and research activities at HUP, PennPresbyterian Hospital,
and the Philadelphia VA Hospital.
His immediate priority: opening a vasculitis program
and other special programs in rheumatology. “This is a
large metropolitan area and we’ll be conducting a variety of
research projects and seeing patients in consultation,” Merkel
notes. “We’ll be leveraging the vast intellectual resources of
the University of Pennsylvania to go forward with innovative
research.”
Continuing to Lead

The Yale-educated Merkel focuses his research on
vasculitis, , including clinical trial design and implementation,
outcome measures development, biomarker discovery, and
genetic epidemiology. He’s also very interested in identifying
highly targeted therapies.
He will continue to serve as principal investigator and
director of the Vasculitis Clinical Research Consortium
(VCRC). And with his new appointment, the University of
Pennsylvania becomes the coordinating center of the VCRC.
“All the VCRC’s activities will continue uninterrupted -clinical trials, longitudinal studies, registry studies,” he says.
“And we have plans for new international studies to launch
soon.”

Following the Path

Even growing up in New York, Merkel knew he would
be a doctor. “At least since I was six,” he admits. “Being a
physician is just who I am. I always loved the idea of helping
people, and as I matured I found the science of it fascinating.
But it’s really the people that inspire me.”
But if he weren’t a physician, Merkel would like to be
a professional baseball player. “I see myself as a pitcher – a
starting pitcher,” he laughs. “But I came to the realization
early in life that that opportunity not only passed me by but
never really existed.”
The son of an elementary school teacher and a
businessman, Merkel taught high school for a year before
entering medical school. Teaching remains an important
aspect of his work.
6
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“I’m encouraged by my
ability to strongly influence the
development of new faculty
members and trainees,” he says.
“It’s rewarding to do that as an
educator and researcher. Of
course, my hope is that some of
those students will specialize in Peter Merkel, MD
vasculitis. That’s important so
more people know how to diagnose vasculitis earlier and treat
people properly.”

.

Peter A. Merkel, MD, MPH

Born: New York, NY
Undergraduate Degree: Wesleyan University
Graduate School: Harvard University
Medical School: Yale University
Medical Residency: Hospital of the University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
Fellowship: Rheumatology, Massachusetts General
Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Boston
Research Interests: Vasculitis, scleroderma,
and highly targeted therapies

Smile for Courtney
The first “Smile for Courtney” Pageant, held on November
12, 2011 in Centre, Alabama, raised over $1,000 for
the VF. The pageant was held in honor of Courtney
Abernathy who was diagnosed
with GPA in February 2011.
The pageant was such a
great success a second one
has been scheduled for
May 5, 2012 in celebration of
Vasculitis Awareness Month.
For more information please
contact Heather Free,
256.689.5554 or visit:
www.smileforcourtney.com

.

l-r: Courtney Abernathy
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Expanded Focus on Vasculitis in Detroit
Introducing Dr. Kathy McKinnon
Senior Staff Physician, Rheumatology
Henry Ford Medical Group, Detroit, Michigan

Infection is the leading cause of death in patients with
vasculitis. That’s why Kathy McKinnon’s research is so
important.
“Our work focuses on evaluating the immunologic
mechanisms of disease and treatment and monitoring immunosuppressive therapy with the goal of preventing infectious
complications of treatment,” explains McKinnon, Director of
the Vasculitis Center at the Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit.
“The research we are working on now was something we
had been thinking about, but the death of a young man with
GPA who came to us for treatment after developing resistant
infection while on immunosuppressive therapy really pushed
us to get out of the thinking phase and on to the active phase
of work,” she continues. “It was devastating to have to tell
him the first day that I met him that we might not be able
to help him—and ultimately despite all of the efforts of a
multidisciplinary team of very dedicated physicians, we were
not able to.”
Patients and Research

Forming relationships with patients and their families
is one aspect of rheumatology McKinnon finds especially
rewarding, along with “helping patients attain and maintain
the things that are important to them—like their role in their
family or their career.” Another is the science. “I enjoy the
challenge of dealing with these complex diseases that have
unique manifestations in each patient,” the Michigan native
says.
And it is a challenge. Though much progress has been
made in diagnosing and treating vasculitis, there are still
many unmet needs for patients, and that compels McKinnon
to continue her bench work.
“Taking care of vasculitis patients reminds me on a daily
basis where we still fall short and what our patients need us
to work to improve,” she admits. “Through our research, I
might be able to help improve care and quality of life for our
patients.”

A Team Approach

McKinnon’s work at Henry Ford is supported by a
multidisciplinary team, which improves patient care and
access to research data:
1. The Infectious Disease division is involved in designing
of current research studies, helping determine the best
means of evaluating the immunopathology of infection
risk in our patients, aiding in evaluation and treatment
of our patients, and are helping develop preventative
measures against infections.
2. The Critical Care division will be helping evaluate
factors contributing to infections in vasculitis patients
in the intensive care units, and is collaborating in a pilot
study examining this in patients with GPA.
3. The Nephrology and Pulmonary divisions are committed

www.VasculitisFoundation.org

to collaborative care and treatment and the development
of the Vasculitis Research Registry.
The collaboration extends beyond the hospital, too.
McKinnon is working with Dr. Amr Sawalha at the University
of Michigan, whose research is funded by the Vasculitis
Foundation. Sawalha’s work focuses on the genetics and
epigenetics of autoimmune and inflammatory diseases,
including Behcet’s disease and Takayasu’s arteritis.
“His work in genetics and epigenetics will be invaluable
in furthering our understanding of about the immunologic
responses to treatment and vulnerability to infection,”
McKinnon explains.
McKinnon is working another promising development:
A standardized way to assess immunologic function that
would allow physicians to adjust patients’ medications to
minimize their risk of infection while keeping their immune
systems quieted enough to minimize their risk of disease
flares. (Currently, doses are based on body weight or “routine
dosing”). This is important, McKinnon says, because “each
person is immunologically unique, and can be either overor under-immunosuppressed using the current approach to
treatment.”
The work is a labor of love for McKinnon, who wanted
to be a physician from a very young age. And she’s excited
about the growing multidisciplinary network of vasculitis
physicians and researchers. That network includes the VF.
“It’s a wonderful resource that supports not only the science
involved in treating vasculitis but also provides an amazing
network of social and emotional support, which is a very
important for patients and their families that are affected by
these diseases.”

.

IN MEMORIAM

Members of our Vasculitis Family
EDWARD H. BENNETT
Oviedo, FL

LAWRENCE E. ROBERTS, Sr.
Buxton, ME

MARGOT A. COOK
Silver Spring, MD

JARED H. SAPERSTEIN
West Bloomfield, MI

.
.
JAMES E. FARLEY, Jr.
Venice, FL
.
BRIGITTE KNICKELBEIN
Wausau, WI
.
EDMUND M. KOLODGIE
Palm Coast, FL
.

.
.
JOHN C. SOLVAY, Sr.
North Huntington, PA
.
ANNA M. WICKS
Romeoville, IL
.

Have Chapter news you’d like to share?
Contact the VF office at 816.436.8211 or 800.277.9474 or
vf@VasculitisFoundation.org
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